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By the 1970s, International Business Machines (IBM) had become one of the most vocal opponents of software patents in the United States. The firm repeatedly argued that computer programs are nothing but texts, and that they therefore fall within the exclusive purview of copyright law. To contemporary legal scholars, such staunch opposition from a major computing firm may appear to be a historical anomaly, but no one in the computing industry at the time was surprised by IBM’s position. In this talk, I argue that IBM became this industry’s first and most powerful opponent of software patenting because its efforts to comply with the country’s antitrust law had weakened its control over its own patent portfolio. This is a new and unpublished argument I am developing for my first book, a history of software patenting in the United States under contract with Yale University Press.

The talk uses IBM’s opposition to software patenting as a case study on the historical relationships among patent licensing and control, antitrust law, and market power. It follows the firm’s managers and lawyers from the mid-1950s until the mid-1970s, as they crafted and launched long-term legal strategies. In 1956, IBM signed a consent decree in order to avoid antitrust prosecution from the United States Department of Justice. The decree ordered IBM to license its patents to nearly anyone who asked, and it allowed potential licensors to turn to a federal court if IBM failed to set reasonable fees. However, starting in the mid-1960s, small software firms across the country started to entertain the idea of patenting and selling their computer programs for the first time in history. In this context, IBM’s lawyers and managers agreed that software patenting could wreak havoc on their firms’ market power.
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